Paper Airplanes
Problem / Testable Question
How does the shape of paper airplane and
the type of paper used affect its flying
distance?

Materials
Quantity (detailed list)
5
5
1

Photos

Conclusion

Materials (be specific)
Thin paper sheets
Thick paper sheets
Measuring tape

I concluded that paper airplanes are all different
sizes and shapes so it would make sense that
all of them were different distance.

Classic

Momentum

Grayson

Dart

Longie

Background Information
The flying distance of a paper airplane is
influenced by its folding shape and paper
thickness. Small, wide-nosed airplanes fly
differently than long, thin airplanes. The paper
thickness affects the airplane weight and how far
it can float in the air before falling down.

Hypothesis

Procedure
1. Decide on the types of airplanes. I chose two
short ones (Classic, Momentum), two long
ones (Dart, Longie) and medium-sized
airplane (Grayson).
2. Fold all airplanes using both types of paper.
For thin paper, I used sheets from a ruled
notebook and for thick paper, I used
construction paper
3. Fly your paper airplanes in an open area in
non-windy conditions.
4. Record distances carefully using the
measuring tape. I flew each airplane 4 times
and calculated the average distance

Short, wide-nosed airplanes made from thin
paper fly farther because they are the ideal
combination of shape and paper thickness that
helps them float longer in the air.

Variables
What variable was changed in your experiment?
(Independent Variable)
The shape and thickness was changed.

References
The following resources were used to create the
paper airplanes

Chart
Type
classic

1. https://www.youtube.com/user/scishowkids

Thin distance Thick distance
(cm)
(cm)
660

415

momentum

585

295

grayson

525

550

dart

355

445

longie

430

590

Results

1. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNvT4F1
eFg2mRI5VFL5y7jA
1. https://www.youtube.com/user/thisishow007

Graph

● The thin classic airplane flew the farthest
distance
● For the short airplanes, thin ones flew farther
than the thick airplanes
● For the long airplanes, the thick ones flew
father than the thin
● For the medium sized one, the thickness did
not affect distance

Photo and Display Credits
All photos, images, and graphics were done by
the researcher or parent unless otherwise
stated.

What variable was measured in your experiment?
(Dependent Variable)
The flying distance was measured
Thick

Thin

Reflections on Learning
Please answer the following
questions about your project.

1. Where did you do your project and who
supervised you?
ANSWER: I made the paper airplanes at home
and then flew them outside in my backyard.
My parents supervised my work and also helped
to measure the distances.

2. Please fill out the chart with the safety
risks for your project and the safety
measures you used.
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Example: Use Power Drill

Parent Supervised

Example: Handled Liquid
Chemicals

Wore gloves and washed
hands after use

Example: Plants Grew Mold

Threw plants away as soon
as they molded

3. What gave you the idea for this project?
ANSWER: I wanted to learn how to fold paper
into airplanes. It looked interesting. I had a lot
of run flying them with my brother.

ANSWER:
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Hit somebody with my airplane

Made sure to fly them in an
open area

Get paper cuts or nicks from
the tape

Use the paper and tape very
carefully

Did you follow all of the Austin Energy
Regional Science Fest’s Elementary Rules
and Guidelines?
ANSWER:

4. What did you learn from doing your
project?
ANSWER: I learned how to make different types
of paper airplanes, how to fly them the correct
way. I also learned what variables affects the
flight and distance.

5. What would you change about the project
and why?
ANSWER: I would try to make and fly more
types of airplanes because I had so much fun
making them.

6. What new questions do you have?
ANSWER: How could I record the height of the
air planes flight?
How does the folding of the paper affect its
flying?

7. Is there anything else you want to tell your
judge?
ANSWER: I had a lot of fun doing this.Even
though sometimes it was frustrating, I think I
made some really cool airplanes.I hope you
like it.

